This paper investigates the capabilities of tabu search for solving the global path planning problem in grid maps. Accordingly, a tabu search system model is designed and a tabu search planner algorithm for solving the path planning problem is proposed. A comprehensive simulation study is conducted using the proposed model and algorithm, in terms of solution quality and execution time. A comparison between our results with those of A* and genetic algorithms (GA) is presented for small, medium and large-scale grid maps. Simulation results show that the tabu search planner is able to find the optimal solution for small scale environments. However, for large scale maps, it provides near-optimal solutions with small gap while ensuring shorter execution times as compared to the A* Algorithm. A discussion about the advantages and limitations of TS for solving a path planning problem is also presented.
Introduction
The problem of mobile robot path planning has received much attention in the robotic community. Indeed, in map-based navigation, the mobile robot is autonomous and is able to generate collision free paths to move from one location to another in its environment 1 . This problem is referred to as global path planning and is typically formulated as follows: given a mobile robot and a model of the environment, find the optimal path between a start position and a final position without colliding with obstacles. The optimality of the path depends on the optimization criteria such as shortest length, minimum time or energy, and/or cost. In the literature, the path planning problem is categorized by two factors: (1) the environment which can be static or dynamic and (2) the robots knowledge about the environment; if the robot has a complete knowledge about the environment, this problem is known as global path planning. On the contrary, if the robot has a partial knowledge, this problem is classified as local path planning 1 . In this paper, we consider the problem of global path planning in static grid environments. Several heuristic solutions and approaches have been proposed to solve the global path planning problem such as Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) 2 , Genetic Algorithms (GA) 3 , Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) 4 , and Tabu Search (TS) 5 . Other techniques are based on exact methods, which have the advantage of being complete and guarantee finding the optimal solution if it exists. These diversity and difference raise the complex challenge of choosing the best algorithm for solving the path planning problem. We are addressing this research question in the iroboapp project 6 , aiming at understanding the capabilities and performance of existing approaches for solving the global path planning problem and design new hybrid algorithms for efficient path search in large-scale environments. It is under this context that we are investigating, in this paper, the capabilities of the tabu search approach. Indeed, tabu search approach is effective in solving several optimization problems, but relatively unexplored for the global path planning problem in grid environments. Looking at the the literature, there exist several attempts to compare or combine the tabu search approach with other techniques, such as genetic algorithms and simulated annealing 7 . It should be noted that, there is no major research efforts that presented a comprehensive solution on how to apply tabu search for mobile robot global path planning in grid environments. This represents the main motivation of the work presented in this paper. This paper aims at filling the gap and presenting the following two main contributions: (1) the design of a new tabu search approach for solving the global path planning problem in grid environments. We carefully adapted and applied the different theoretical concepts of tabu search and designed suitable moves and neighborhood for increasing search efficiency. (2) Evaluation of capabilities and performance of the tabu search approach for small, medium and large-scale environments. Our main objective is to understand the advantages and limitations of tabu search for solving the global path planning problem. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe the tabu search approach. Section 3 presents a detailed description of the tabu search algorithm (TS-PATH). The simulation results are presented in Section 4. An overview of the works that addressed the robot global path planning using tabu search is presented in Section 5. Section 6 concludes the paper and discusses future works.
Tabu Search Concepts for Global Path Planning in Grid Environments
This section discusses the basic principles and concepts pertaining to applying tabu search for solving the global path planning problem in grid environments. Tabu search is one of the problem solving techniques to combinatorial optimization problems introduced by Fred Glover 8 , 9 . It is a local search method that starts from an initial solution, which can be randomly generated or computed using a greedy algorithm, then iteratively attempts to improve the current solution around an appropriately defined neighborhood. The transition between the current solution and another solution in the neighborhood is called a move. Contrary to the greedy search method, which stops the search when no better solution can be found in the neighborhood, the tabu search approach pursues the search whenever a local optimum is encountered by allowing non-improving moves. The search process stops when a predefined termination criterion is satisfied. Tabu search has been applied with great success to a large variety of difficult combinatorial optimization problem areas 10 , such as assignment 11 , routing 12 , the Travelling Salesman Problem 13 , etc. However, this technique is relatively unexplored for the path planning problem in particular for grid environments. Designing and applying the tabu search technique to the robot path planning problem requires answering and mastering the following important questions, which we answer in this paper: How a solution of the path planning problem could be encoded? How the first feasible solution is generated? What is the neighborhood structure of a solution? How to compute the costs of solutions neighbors? How to manage the memory ? How to fix the parameters of the Tabu search as stopping condition, the size of neighborhoods, etc?
The Environment. A grid-based model represents the navigation area of the mobile robot.The grid map is divided into equal size cells. Each cell is given a unique number, starting from 0 for the top left cell, 1 for the next cell to the right and so on. Fig. 1 . a depicts an example of 10 x 10 grid map. One main reason that led us to consider grid map is that we would like to integrate our path planner into the Robot Operating System (ROS) framework 14 for robot application development. Based on ROS convention, the grid map is represented by two dimensional matrix called occupancy grid map. Each cell of the matrix contains an occupancy information of the part of the environment that it covers. The occupancy information of a cell is represented by a unique number that can have one of these three possible values 0, 100 or -1. Where 0 means the cell is free, 100 means the cell is occupied by an obstacle, and -1 means the cell is unknown. An unknown cell is considered as an obstacle in the path planning process. Fig. 1 . b depicts an example of a 10 x 10 occupancy grid map. We assume that the robot can move in horizontal, vertical and diagonal directions from a cell to another (8 adjacent grid cells at most). The obstacles are static and known in advance.
Solution encoding. The robots path is encoded by a sequence of free cells starting from the start cell to the goal cell. Fig. 1 . a shows an example of a feasible path. . In this figure, the start cell is 0 and the goal cell is 78. The path is encoded as (0, 11, 12, 13, 23, 33, 43, 44, 45, 56, 67, 78). The path cost is the sum of the action sequence of the robot. The vertical and horizontal moves in the grid are assigned a 1 unit distance; whereas, the diagonal moves are assigned a 1.4 unit distance. The path cost for the proposed is calculated as: (1.4+1+1+1+1+1+1+1+1+1.4+1.4+1.4) = 13.6. It should be noted that the generated paths during the search process may have variable sizes (variable path length). Solution neighborhood and moves. As a local search algorithm, the tabu search method tries iteratively to improve the current solution around its neighborhood until a predefined termination criterion is satisfied. Each neighbor solution is reached from the current solution by applying a small transformation called move. For the global path planning problem, a move consists of applying one transformation to a feasible path in order to obtain a new feasible path. There are three possible basic moves that can be considered in the global path planning in grid environment: 1) insert move, 2) remove move, and 3) exchange move. The move may either improve the current solution (i.e. decreases the path cost) or deteriorate it (i.e. increases the path cost) in terms of path length. Typically, an insert move would increase the path length, but in tabu search it is permissible to consider solutions with lower quality to investigate its neighborhood and look for possible better solutions after certain iterations. A remove move, however, would generally decrease the path length. Additionally, it leads to a better solution if the resulting path is feasible. During the search process, it is necessary to verify that the applied moves produce a feasible path. In addition, before accepting a move to generate a new path two conditions must be verified: 1) The move must improve the current path, i.e. the new path cost is smaller or at least equal to that of the current path, and 2) the move is not tabu, which means that the move doesnt exist in the tabu list. This will be explained in more detail in the following section. The neighborhood of a given path may be too large and consequently the evaluation of the cost of all neighbors will be very time consuming. To overcome this problem, the following solutions are proposed: (1). Best among all. It scans all the paths found in the neighborhood of the It selects the first path found in the neighborhood that has a cost smaller than the current path. This method has the advantage of being fast, because it stops the search of neighborhood once a new better path is found. (3). Best among first C (C random). First a set of C neighboring paths of the current path is generated where C is random number. Then, the path that has lower cost than the current path is selected. (4). Best among first C (C constant). First, C neighboring paths of the current path are generated where C is constant. Then, the path that has a lower cost than the current path is selected.
Tabu list. To avoid being trapped at a local optimum and backtracking to already visited paths, the tabu search approach keeps track of the recent solutions in a temporary buffer referred to as Tabu List.
For the case of global path planning in grid environment, the content of the Tabu List can be defined according to two possible strategies 10 . The first strategy consists in storing all recently visited paths in the Tabu List. This strategy is not scalable as it increases the space and time complexity and the algorithm will take a long time to check the contents of the list to prevent revisiting already visited paths. On the other hand, the second strategy consists in storing only the moves that make the transition from one solution to another. This strategy has the advantage of being fast as compared to the first strategy as we have to check only the existing tabu moves before performing a move; also it consumes less space. Thus, in our work we adopted the second strategy. Tabu list is a powerful mechanism that prevents revisiting recently visited moves. However, it may prohibit some attractive moves which improve the current path cost. Thus it is necessary to allow revoking the status tabu of these moves in order to use them in the search process. This mechanism is known as aspiration criteria.
TS-PATH: The Tabu Search Planner
In this section, we describe the tabu search planner, i.e. TS-PATH. The pseudo-code of the algorithm is presented in Algorithm. 1.
Step 1: Generation of the initial solution (Line 1 in Algorithm 1): The first step of TS-PATH consists of generating an initial path from the start position to the goal position. The initial solution is constructed using the greedy method based on the euclidian distance heuristic. The initial path must be feasible (all the adjacents cells in the path are connected and do not contain obstacles). During the construction of the initial path, it is possible to fall into a deadlock situation, meaning that the last cell in the path is surrounded by obstacles or already visited cells. This means that there are no more choices to select for the next cell in the path. In such situation, backtracking operation needs to be applied to recover from the deadlock position and move back to an earlier position with free unvisited neighbors. Fig. 1 .c illustrates an example of a deadlock situation, the start position is 0, the goal position is 62. The robot reaches cell 54 which is surrounded by 6 obstacles (44, 45, 55, 63, 64 and 65) and 2 visited cells (43 and 53). Thus, the robot should move back to cell 53 and choose one of its unvisited neighbors cells different from 54. In this case, there are three possible cells (42, 52 and 62). The initial path generated by the greedy method is then divided into sub-paths, called segments. The segment size for a given path is determined experimentally, and we call this process segmentation. Each segment is considered a path, Generate the initial feasible path using the greedy algorithm 2:
Current path= initial path 3:
for each cell in the current path do 5:
if Move(current cell) is not tabu then 6:
Generate the new path after applying the move: exchanging, inserting, removing the current cell 7:
Calculate the new path cost 8:
if new path cost ≤ current path cost then 9:
Make the move tabu 10:
Current path= new path 11:
Add the new path to the set of candidate best paths 12:
end if 13:
if the move is tabu and new path cost ≤ current path cost (aspiration criteria) then 15:
Add the new path to the set of candidate best paths 16:
end
Update the tabu lists 20:
Add the best path from the set of candidate best paths generated in one iteration 21: Until { generation number ≤ maximum generation number } 22: Select the robot's path 23: Generate a new initial path by applying diversification() (Algorithm 2) 24: go to 3 (apply the tabu search algorithm on the new initial path) the tabu search algorithm is applied on each segment to generate new segments that improve its cost. At the end of an iteration, the best segments are recombined to constitute the best path. The segmentation contributes to reducing the search time, which was confirmed by simuations.
Step 2: Generation of the neighborhood of the current solution (From Line 5 to line 17 in Algorithm 1):
The Definition of the Neighborhood Structure: The constructed initial solution represents the entry point for the TS-PATH algorithm. For each iteration, applying moves to the current solution creates the neighbourhood. We devised three possible moves delete, insert and replace, which are presented in Section 2. Given any path p of length L from the initial state S to the goal state G, the neighborhood of p is defined by performing the following moves:
• Cell removing: for each cell of p different from S and G check the possibility to remove it in order to obtain another feasible path p . • Cell exchanging: for each cell x of p different from S and G check the possibility to replace it by another cell y not in p in order to build another feasible path p . • Cell insertion: for each cell x not in p check the possibility of adding it to p in order to build another feasible path p .
Carrying out cell removing and exchanging may improve the cost of the current best path but unfortunately cell insertion move always degrades the current best path. The cell insertion move may be useful for exploring new region around local optimums. Notice that the size of neighborhood is O(L) where L is the length of the current best path. Tabu List , Tenure: Two Tabu Lists are used in the algorithm: TabuListIn and TabuListOut. They are two lists of maximum size 2 x Tenure. TabuListIn contains the arcs (cell i, cell j) that are added after carrying out a move and TabuListOut contains the arcs (cell i, cell j) which are removed after performing a move. Each move saved in the list is characterized by four attributes fromCell, ToCell, Tenure and ExpirationDate. Considering the following example, if two cells are swapped, cell 11 and cell 21. In tabuListIn we added the arcs (10,21) and (21,20) and in tabuListOut we added the arcs (10,11) and (11, 20) . For the arc (10,21): fromCell=10, toCell=21, Tenure=k, ExpirationDate=current number of generation+Tenure. This is to prevent the algorithm from going back on this move during (number of generation+Tenure) iterations. Once an arc is stored in the tabu list, the tabu status tabu is assigned to it. As indicated above, the maximum size of one list is 2 x Tenure; Indeed, the maximum number of arcs that will be added in the TabuListIn or in TabuListOut after carrying out one of the aforementioned moves is 2. Moreover, each move in the tabu List stays tabu for tenure iterations. So, the maximum size of one list will not exceed 2*tenure. As mentioned in the previous section, before accepting a move to generate a new path we must verify that the move is not tabu, we must check that the arcs that will be added do not exist in TabuListIn and the arcs that will be removed do not exist in the TabuListOut. After each iteration of the algorithm, the two tabu lists are updated. If the expirationDate of one move is equal to the current iteration number the arc is removed from the tabu list.
Aspiration Criteria: During the generation of the current path neighborhood, some moves might be accepted even if they are tabu. These moves have the capability to improve the current best solution (their costs are inferior to the current path's cost). So, it is useless to keep them in the tabu list and it is preferable to liberate them. It is a certain manner to relax the mechanism of the tabu list. In other words if a given tabu move in the tabu list can improve the current best solution found so far (this may happen) then it will be removed from the tabu list and evaluated as all other allowed moves. Moreover in this case we are sure to improve the current best solution and so we are sure that when performing this move there is no cycle (we do not go back to explored solutions). Therefore, there is no need to keep this move in the tabu list.
Step 3: Incremental cost evaluation of neighbor paths: The cost of each neighbour must be quickly evaluated. We adopted an incremental computing of the following new paths costs as follows: Let p be a feasible path neighbour of the path p, generated by the three moves (insert, remove, exchange).
• If p is obtained by a cell insertion move of a cell x between two cells x1 and x2 of p, then cost(p)=cost(p)-cost(x1, x2) + cost(x1, x) + cost(x, x2) • If p is obtained by a cell removing move of a cell x from p between x1 and x2, then cost(p)=cost(p)+cost(x1, x2)-cost(x1, x)-cost(x, x2).
• If p is obtained by a cell exchanging move of cell x in p between cells x1 and x2 and cell y not in p, then cost(p)=cost(p)-cost(x1, x)-cost(x, x2)+cost(x1, y)+cost(y, x2).
The incremental computing of the costs leads to save time and permits to explore large neighbourhoods.
Step 4: Diversification: When the search is stagnated during a certain number of consecutive iterations, diversification is used to drive the search towards a new region of the search space. The diversification method begins with drawing a straight line between the start and the goal positions using the greedy method based on the Euclidean distance heuristic, this line could intersect with obstacles. At the radius of N cells (N is a random parameter), the algorithm choose a random intermediate cell, which will be used to generate .a new feasible path from the start to the goal cells across it. The new generated path will be used as an initial solution to restart the tabu search. The fact that the new path involves an intermediate cell generated randomly gives a chance to explore different region than those explored so far.
Performance Evaluation

Simulation model
To perform the simulation, we designed an object-oriented simulation model and implemented it using C++ under Linux OS. All simulations are implemented on a PC with an Intel Core i7 CPU @ 2.40 GHz and 8GB of RAM. We tested the algorithm on different-size maps with different complexities 15 (i.e. obstacle ratio) and randomly chosen start and goal positions. The grid maps sizes vary from (10 x 10) up to (2000 x 2000) cells. To impose different environment complexities, we varied the obstacle ratio from 0.1 to 0.3 for every map.
Simulation results
Performance evaluation of the tabu search planner
In this section, we present an extensive simulation study to evaluate the efficiency of the tabu search algorithm. The objective of the simulation is two-folded: First, we evaluate the planner performance in terms of path quality and execution time by comparing it against A*. Second, we compare the path planner against GA algorithm presented in 3 . For that, we consider three different groups of maps: small grid maps, medium grid maps and large grid maps. Each group of maps contains different map sizes. Small grid maps includes maps size from 10 x 10 up to 30 x 30, medium grid maps includes 50 x 50, 60 x 60 and 100 x 100 grid maps and the last group includes 500 x 500, 1000 x 1000 and 2000 x 2000 grid maps.
Optimality and convergence time: For ensuring a reliable statistical analysis, we considered 30 different scenarios for each map size. Where each scenario is specified by the coordinates of a randomly choosen start and goal cells. Each scenario, with specified start/goal cells, is repeated 30 times (i.e. 30 runs for each scenario). The average values of the metrics are then calculated with 95% of confidence interval. In total, 900 runs for each map size are performed in the performance evaluation study. Two metrics are considered to evaluate the algorithm: (1). The Relative Gap= Cost(solution f ound) Cost(optimalsolution) between the optimal solution found by the A* algorithm and the best solution found by the tabu search algorithm; (2). The Relative Time= T ime(solution f ound) T ime(optimalsolution) which is defined as the ratio of the time to find the best solution by the tabu search algorithm to the time to find the optimal solution.
We note that the time to find the best solution by the tabu search algorithm includes the time to find the initial solution using the greedy method plus the tabu search processing time. Fig. 3 , Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 present the scatterplot of the Relative Time versus the Relative GAP for different map sizes. In fact, we observe for small scale maps that the most of the scattered points are concentrated around the y-axis (the most of the Relative Gap values are equal to 0) which means that the tabu search algorithm is able to find the optimal solution found by the A* algorithm for the most of cases as it is illustrated in Fig. 3 . Looking at Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 , we notice that the tabu search approach fails to find the optimal solution found by A* for medium and large grid maps. The average Relative Gap and the average Relative Time calculated over the 30 scenarios for each map size with 95% of confidence interval are presented in Table 1 . We can see that the most of the non-optimal solutions have a small GAP. 1.022 ± 0.099 3.159 ± 0.81 100*100
1.085 ± 0.0301 1.45 ± 0.7658 500*500
1.089 ± 0.025 0.324 ± 0.1565
From Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 we notice that for small and medium grid maps, the tabu search algorithm exhibits longer execution times than A* to find its best solution. However, for large grid-maps, we observe that the scattered points are concentrated around the x-axis which means that the tabu search algorithm finds its best solution much faster than A*. We conclude that the tabu search approach can be used in large-scale grid maps to find good (but non optimal) solutions with small gap much faster than A* (especially for far away start/goal cells). However, for small and medium grid maps A* can be used as it always exhibits the best solution qualities and shortest execution times.
Comparison against GA: To compare the two path planners, three performance metrics are assessed: (1) the path cost: it represents the cost of the shortest path found by an algorithm, (2) the execution time: it is the time spent by an algorithm to find its best (or optimal) solution. Table 2, Table 3 and Table 4 present the path costs and the execution times of tabu search, GA and A* for different map sizes with different obstacle ratios. We notice from Table 2 , that both planners GA and tabu search provide the optimal paths as compared to the A* algorithm for all the map sizes with different obstacle ratios. For medium and large scale maps, we can conclude that tabu search always falls into a local optimum and fails to find the optimal path. However, GA is able to find the optimal solution provided by A* for near start/goal cells as it is depicted in Table 3 and Table 4 . For far start/goal cells, GA also fails to find the optimal solution as it is the case for the scenario (0, 249999) in 500 x 500 grid map. This does not necessarily mean that A* outperforms tabu search for large scale maps because it always needs longer time to converge to the optimal solution as it is illustrated in Table 4 . The GA algorithm always provides slower convergence speed as compared to the two other algorithms. This can be explained by the fact that the tabu search is an optimization approach that rely on the initial path generated by the greedy method which is not necessarily the path close to the best path. Especially, in large environments, after a certain number of iterations the quality of the path is improved but it cannot reach the best solution by applying simple moves (removing cells, exchanging cells). For that reason, we only used tabu search for post optimization purposes to improve on other optimization approaches solution quality.
Related Works
Although the effectiveness of tabu search to deal with combinatorial problems is proved, a few of research works based on this technique were proposed for solving the path planning problem. In 5 and 16 , the authors claimed to be the first to propose a full TS-based solution for the local path planning problem in static grid-map environments, where they showed TS is effective. The idea consists in finding a set of Tabu moves in each iteration of the search terms of path length. The authors tested their algorithm in different environmentsand proved its effectiveness in terms of path length and execution time.
Conclusions and Future Works
In this paper, we studied the efficiency of the tabu search approach for the robot global path planning problem. The main contribution consists in the investigation of the adequacy of tabu search approach and understanding its advantages and limitations as a global path planner for mobile robots in grid environments. We designed a tabu search algorithm for path planning in grid environments and extensively evaluated its performance for different maps sizes (small, medium and large scales) and compared it against A* and GA. We conclude that TS can be effective for finding near optimal solutions with small gap in shorter times than A* in large-scale environments. We found out that the TS execution time is only 32% that of A* for finding solution with an average gap less than 10% for large-scale maps. For small size maps, TS is able to find the optimal solution but with an execution time greater than that of A*. It turns out that TS can be effectively used as a post-optimization process of constructive meta-heuristic methods such as Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) or Particle Swarm optimization (PSO) to improve their solutions. Currently, we are working towards designing hybrid path planners based on constructive meta-heuristic methods to optimize both solution quality and execution time.
